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This paper deals with the numerical approximation of the stationary two-dimensional
Stokes equations, formulated in terms of vorticity, velocity and pressure, with non-stan-
dard boundary conditions. Here, by introducing a Galerkin least-squares term, we end
up with a stabilized variational formulation that can be recast as a twofold saddle point
problem. We propose two families of mixed ﬁnite elements to solve the discrete problem,
in the ﬁrst family, the unknowns are approximated by piecewise continuous and quadratic
elements, Brezzi–Douglas–Marini, and piecewise constant ﬁnite elements, respectively,
while in the second family, the unknowns are approximated by piecewise linear and con-
tinuous, Raviart–Thomas, and piecewise constant ﬁnite elements, respectively. The wellpo-
sedness of the resulting continuous and discrete variational problems are studied
employing an extension of the Babuška–Brezzi theory. We establish a priori error estimates
in the natural norms, and we ﬁnally report some numerical experiments illustrating the
behavior of the proposed schemes and conﬁrming our theoretical ﬁndings on structured
and unstructured meshes. Additional examples of cases not covered by our theory are also
presented.
 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
A fundamental role in a wide range of applied problems is represented by the study of reliable and effective numer-
ical methods to approximate the ﬂow ﬁeld. In particular, we are interested in the numerical study of the Stokes equa-
tions [33]. Numerous stabilization techniques for Stokes and Navier–Stokes problems are available from the literature,
tailored for diverse speciﬁc applications (see for instance [1,2,11,19,25,36]). We focus our attention on the so-called aug-
mented mixed ﬁnite elements, also known as Galerkin least-squares methods [10,12,26], where some terms are added to
the variational formulation so that, either the resulting augmented variational formulations are deﬁned by strongly coer-
cive bilinear forms, or they enable to bypass the kernels property, which is very difﬁcult to obtain in practice, or they
allow the fulﬁllment of the inf–sup condition at the continuous and discrete levels in mixed formulations (see also [28]).
This approach has been considered in e.g. [5,23,24,29,34,38] for Stokes, generalized Stokes, and Navier–Stokes equations: +56 41
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other related methods for the vorticity–velocity–pressure formulation based on least-squares, spectral discretization,
hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin, can be found in [4,8,10,16–18,20,39], and the references therein.
Among the available results in the context of mixed ﬁnite elements for vorticity-based formulations, we mention the
P0  P1  P0 formulation introduced in [3], and the augmented formulation in [29], written also in terms of stresses
([14,15]). A somewhat different approach has been presented in [22], where the problem is written as a system of ﬁrst order
equations and the resulting variables are discretized in terms of P1  RT0  P0 elements. In that contribution the authors
report optimal convergence for the three ﬁelds when structured meshes were employed, whereas on unstructured meshes
and in the case of general boundary conditions, the obtained results were inaccurate. In particular, the observed convergence
was not optimal, while vorticity and pressure ﬁelds were not well approximated, specially on the boundaries. More recently,
a stabilization procedure was introduced in [40], mainly to improve the convergence behavior of the method presented in
[22]. This strategy is based on adding bubble functions along a part of the boundary. For this scheme, a general theoretical
convergence result is provided, but is not optimal. Numerical results shown a better behavior of that scheme for more gen-
eral boundary conditions.
In this article, we propose, analyze and implement a new stabilized ﬁnite element approximation of the Stokes equations,
written in terms of the vorticity, velocity, and pressure ﬁelds. One of the main goals of the present approach is to improve the
convergence properties of the ﬁnite element discretization introduced and analyzed in [22] without the need of introducing
additional degrees of freedom as in [40], and to build different inf–sup stables families of ﬁnite elements to approximate the
model problem. This method also exhibits the advantage that the vorticity unknown (which is a sought quantity of practical
interest in several industrial applications) can be accessed directly, with the desired accuracy, and without the need of post-
processing. This seems to be a quite difﬁcult task in mixed methods written only in terms of vector potential-vorticity (see
e.g. [20,32,33]). Our case relates to these methods, however our variational formulation is based on the introduction of a suit-
able Galerkin least-squares term which lets us analyze the problem directly within the framework developed in e.g. [27,30]
(see also [28] for a similar approach applied to the equations of linear elasticity with mixed boundary conditions). The pro-
posed mixed ﬁnite element method can be recast as a twofold saddle point problem, and therefore, using an extension of the
well-known Babuška-Brezzi theory developed in [27,30], we show that the formulation is well posed and stable in the nat-
ural norms. For the numerical approximation, we propose two families of ﬁnite elements. In the ﬁrst one, classical Brezzi–
Douglas–Marini ﬁnite elements are employed for the velocity ﬁeld and piecewise constants for the pressure. Since we are
interested in accurately recovering the vorticity ﬁeld, we use a quadratic Lagrange ﬁnite element approximation. For the sec-
ond method, we consider the family introduced in [22], i.e., piecewise linear and continuous ﬁnite elements for the vorticity,
classical Raviart–Thomas elements for the velocity ﬁeld and piecewise constants for the pressure. For these methods we
prove uniform inf–sup conditions with respect to the discretization parameter h, and the convergence rates are proved to
be linear whenever the exact solution of the problem is regular enough. Moreover, numerical experiments with both families
of ﬁnite elements considered in this paper perform satisfactorily for a variety of boundary conditions and on unstructured
meshes without the need of adding additional degrees of freedom. Finally, we stress that the developed framework could be
also employed to study other families of ﬁnite elements, to analyze the extension to the three-dimensional case, and to study
a larger class of nonlinear problems.1.1. Outline
We have organized the contents of this paper as follows. The remainder of this section introduces some standard notation
and needed functional spaces and we describe the boundary value problem of interest and presents the associate dual mixed
variational formulation. In Section 2, we introduce the stabilized variational formulation, we provide an abstract framework
where our formulation lies, and we prove its unique solvability along with some stability properties. In Section 3 we present
twomixed ﬁnite element schemes, we provide a stability result and obtain error estimates for the proposed methods. Several
numerical results illustrating the convergence behavior predicted by the theory and allowing us to assess the performance of
the methods are collected in Section 4.1.2. Preliminaries
Let X be a polygonal Lipschitz bounded domain of R2 with boundary @X. For sP 0; jj  jjs;X stands for the norm of the
Hilbertian Sobolev spaces HsðXÞ or HsðXÞ2, with the convention H0ðXÞ :¼ L2ðXÞ. We also deﬁne for sP 0 the Hilbert
spaceHsðdiv;XÞ :¼ v 2 HsðXÞn : divv 2 HsðXÞ ;
whose norm is given by kvk2Hsðdiv;XÞ :¼ kvk2s;X þ kdivvk2s;X and denote Hðdiv;XÞ :¼ H0ðdiv;XÞ.
Moreover, we will denote with c and C, with or without subscripts, tildes, or hats a generic constant independent of the
mesh parameter h, which may take different values in different occurrences. In addition, we use the following notation for
any vector ﬁeld v ¼ ðv iÞi¼1;2 and any scalar ﬁeld h:
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r h :¼ @1h
@2h
 
; curl h :¼ @2h@1h
 
:1.3. Vorticity–velocity–pressure Stokes problem
Let us assume that X  R2 is a bounded and simply connected Lipschitz domain. We denote by n ¼ ðniÞ16i2 the outward
unit normal vector to the boundary @X and by t ¼ ðtiÞ16i2 the unit tangent vector to @X oriented such that t1 ¼ n2; t2 ¼ n1.
Moreover, we assume that @X admits a disjoint partition @X ¼ C [ R. For the sake of simplicity, we also assume that both C
and R have positive measure.
We are interested in the Stokes problem, formulated in terms of the velocity u, the pressure p and the vorticity w of an
incompressible viscous ﬂuid (see e.g. [3,21,22,33,40]). Given a force density f , vector ﬁelds a and b, and scalar ﬁelds p0 and
w0, we seek a scalar ﬁeld w, a vector ﬁeld u and a scalar ﬁeld p such thatm curl wþrp ¼ f in X;
w rot u ¼ 0 in X;
div u ¼ 0 in X;
u  t ¼ a  t on R;
p ¼ p0 on R;
u  n ¼ b  n on C;
w ¼ w0 on C;
8>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
ð1:1Þwhere u  n and u  t stand for the normal and the tangential components of the velocity, respectively. In the model, m > 0 is
the kinematic viscosity of the ﬂuid.
In addition we assume that a boundary compatibility condition holds, i.e., there exists a velocity ﬁeld w 2 L2ðXÞ2 satisfying
divw ¼ 0 a.e. in X;w  t ¼ a  t on R, and w  n ¼ b  n on C. For a detailed study on different types of standard and non-stan-
dard boundary conditions for incompressible ﬂows we refer to [9,10,35].
For the sake of simplicity, we will work with homogeneous boundary conditions for the normal velocity and for the vor-
ticity, i.e., b ¼ 0 and w0 ¼ 0 on C.
After testing with adequate functions and imposing the boundary conditions, we obtain the following variational formu-
lation of problem (1.1):
Find ðw;u; pÞ 2 ZH Q such thatm
Z
X
wh m
Z
X
curl h  u ¼ mha  t; hiR 8h 2 Z;
 m
Z
X
curl w  v þ
Z
X
p div v ¼ 
Z
X
f  v þ hv  n;p0iR 8v 2 H;Z
X
q div u ¼ 0 8q 2 Q ;
ð1:2Þwhere the spaces above are deﬁned as follows:Z :¼ fh 2 H1ðXÞ : h ¼ 0 on Cg; Q :¼ L2ðXÞ; and H :¼ fv 2 Hðdiv;XÞ : v  n ¼ 0 on Cg:
We endow each space with the natural norms. Moreover, h; iR denotes the duality pairing between H1=200 ðRÞ0 and H1=200 ðRÞ
with respect to the L2ðRÞ2-inner product. We note that because of the boundedness of the normal trace operator
v # v  n from Hðdiv;XÞ onto H1=2ð@XÞ and to the continuity of the restriction operator from H1=2ð@XÞ to H1=200 ðCÞ0, we con-
clude that H is a closed subspace of Hðdiv;XÞ. (We recall that H1=200 ðCÞ0 is the dual of H1=200 ðCÞ, which in its turn is the space of
functions from H1=2ðCÞ whose extension by zero to the whole boundary @X belongs to H1=2ð@XÞ).
We stress that the existence and uniqueness of solution to problem (1.2) was proved in [21, Theorem 3].
2. A stabilized mixed formulation of the Stokes problem
2.1. Formulation and preliminary results
In this section, we propose an augmented dual-mixed variational formulation of problem (1.1). We suggest to enrich the
mixed variational formulation (1.2) with a residual arising from the ﬁrst equation of system (1.1). This approach permits us
to avoid proving the condition of ellipticity of the bilinear form, deﬁned in (2.5), in the corresponding kernel, which is typ-
ically difﬁcult to obtain in this context. Then, we analyze the problem directly under the abstract theory developed in
[27,30]. More precisely, we add to the variational problem (1.2) the following Galerkin least-squares term:
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Z
X
ðm curl wþrp f Þ  curl h ¼ 0 8h 2 Z; ð2:3Þwhere j is a positive parameter to be speciﬁed later. Using an integration by parts, the fact that divðcurl hÞ ¼ 0, and the
boundary condition given in (1.1), we may rewrite (2.3) equivalently as follows:jm
Z
X
curl w  curl h ¼ j
Z
X
f  curl h jhrh  t;p0iR; 8h 2 Z:In this way, and in addition to (1.2), we propose the following augmented variational formulation:
Find ðw;u; pÞ 2 ZH Q such thataðw; hÞ þ b1ðh;uÞ ¼ GðhÞ 8h 2 Z;
b1ðw;vÞ þ b2ðp;vÞ ¼ FðvÞ 8v 2 H;
b2ðq;uÞ ¼ 0 8q 2 Q ;
ð2:4Þwhere the bilinear forms a : Z Z! R; b1 : ZH! R; b2 : Q H! R, and the linear functionals G : Z! R, and F : H! R are
deﬁned byaðw; hÞ ¼ m
Z
X
whþ jm
Z
X
curl w  curl h; ð2:5Þ
b1ðh;vÞ :¼ m
Z
X
curl h  v ; ð2:6Þ
b2ðq;vÞ :¼
Z
X
q div v; ð2:7ÞandGðhÞ :¼ mha  t; hiR þ j
Z
X
f  curl h jhrh  t;p0iR;
FðvÞ :¼ 
Z
X
f  v þ hv  n;p0iR;for all w; h 2 Z; u;v 2 H, and q 2 Q.
In order to analyze our stabilized variational formulation (2.4), we recall the following results given in [27,30] related to
the Babuška–Brezzi theory.
Let Z;H and Q be Hilbert spaces with duals Z0;H0 and Q 0, respectively. Consider the following bounded bilinear forms
a : Z Z! R; b1 : ZH! R; d : H H! R; b2 : Q H! R, and the linear functionals G : Z! R; F : H! R and P : Q ! R.
We are interested in the following variational problem: Given ðG; F; PÞ 2 Z0 H0  Q 0, ﬁnd ðw;u; pÞ 2 Z H Q such thataðw; hÞ þ b1ðh;uÞ ¼ GðhÞ 8h 2 Z;
b1ðw;vÞ  dðu;vÞ þ b2ðp;vÞ ¼ FðvÞ 8v 2 H;
b2ðq;uÞ ¼ PðqÞ 8q 2 Q :
ð2:8ÞThe following theorem establishes the existence and uniqueness of solution to (2.8).
Theorem 2.1. Let K2 :¼ fv 2 H : b2ðq;vÞ ¼ 0 8q 2 Qg and assume that
 There exists c2 > 0 such thatsup
v 2 H
v–0
j b2ðq;vÞ j
kvkH
P c2kqkQ 8q 2 Q : There exists c1 > 0 such thatsup
h 2 Z
h–0
j b1ðh;vÞ j
khkZ
P c1kvkH 8v 2 K2: The bilinear form dð; Þ is positive semi-deﬁnite, that is
dðv ;vÞP 0 8v 2 K2: The bilinear form að; Þ is Z-elliptic, that is, there exists c3 > 0 such that
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Then, for each ðG; F; PÞ 2 Z0 H0  Q 0 there exists a unique ðw;u; pÞ 2 ZH Q solution of (2.8). Moreover, there exists C > 0,
depending only on c1; c2; c3; kak; kb1k; kb2k and kdk such thatkwkZ þ kukH þ kpkQ 6 CðkGkZ0 þ kFkH0 þ kPkQ 0 Þ:Proof. The result follows from direct application of [30, Theorem 2.1] after noticing that the linear and bounded operator
A : Z! Z0, induced by the bilinear form að; Þ, is Lipschitz continuous, strongly monotone, and satisﬁes Að0Þ ¼ 0, thanks to
the hypotheses given for að; Þ. h
Wewill also need the Galerkin approximations of (2.8). To this end, we let Zh;Hh and Qh be ﬁnite dimensional subspaces of
Z;HandQ, respectively. Then, the Galerkin scheme associatedwith (2.8) reads as follows: Find ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh Hh  Qh such
thataðwh; hhÞ þ b1ðhh;uhÞ ¼ GðhhÞ 8hh 2 Zh;
b1ðwh;vhÞ  dðuh;vhÞ þ b2ðph;vhÞ ¼ FðvhÞ 8vh 2 Hh;
b2ðqh;uhÞ ¼ PðqhÞ 8qh 2 Qh:
ð2:9ÞNow, we also recall the discrete analogue of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.2. Let K2h :¼ fvh 2 Hh : b2ðqh;vhÞ ¼ 0 8qh 2 Qhg. Assume that
 There exists c2 > 0 such thatsup
vh 2 Hh
vh–0
j b2ðqh;vhÞ j
kvhkH
P c2kqhkQ 8qh 2 Qh: There exists c1 > 0 such thatsup
hh 2 Zh
hh–0
j b1ðhh;vhÞ j
khhkZ
P c1kvhkH 8vh 2 K2h: The bilinear form dð; Þ is positive semi-deﬁnite, that is,
dðvh;vhÞ  0 8vh 2 K2h: The bilinear form að; Þ is Z-elliptic, that is, there exists c3 > 0 such that
aðh; hÞP c3khk2Z 8h 2 Z:Then, there exists a unique ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh Hh  Qh solution of (2.9). Moreover, there exists C > 0, depending only on
c1; c2; c3; kak; kb1k; kb2k and kdk such thatkwhkZ þ kuhkH þ kphkQ 6 CðkGhkZ0h þ kFhkH0h þ kPhkQ 0h Þ;where Gh :¼ GjZh ; Fh :¼ FjHh and Ph :¼ PjQh .Proof. See [30, Theorem 3.2]. h
The following theorem establishes the corresponding Céa estimate.
Theorem 2.3. Let ðw;u; pÞ 2 ZH Q and ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh  Hh  Qh be the unique solution of (2.8) and (2.9), respectively.
Then, there exists bC > 0, independent of h such thatkwwhkZ þ ku uhkH þ kp phkQ 6 bC infðhh ;vh ;qhÞ2ZhHhQhðkw hhkZ þ ku vhkH þ kp qhkQ Þ:
Proof. It follows from [30, Theorem 3.3]. h2.2. Unique solvability of the stabilized formulation
We will now turn to prove that the stabilized variational formulation (2.4) satisﬁes the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1.
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such thatkwk1;X þ kukHðdiv;XÞ þ kpk0;X 6 Cðka  tk1=2;R þ kf k0;X þ kp0k1=2;RÞ:Proof. It sufﬁces to verify the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. First, we note that in our case d ¼ 0. Moreover, we observe that the
bilinear forms a; b1 and b2 are bounded. Furthermore, it is well known that the bilinear form b2 (see (2.7)) satisﬁes the con-
tinuous inf-sup condition on Q H.
We can now characterize the null space of the bilinear form b2, which is needed to prove the continuous inf-sup condition
for the bilinear form b1 (see (2.6)),K2 :¼ fv 2 H : b2ðq;vÞ ¼ 0 8q 2 Qg;¼ fv 2 H : divv ¼ 0 in Xg:
The next step consists in proving that the bilinear form b1 satisﬁes the continuous inf-sup condition on Z K2. Then, given
v 2 K2, since v is divergence free in X, which is simply connected, there exists a scalar function z 2 H1ðXÞ such that
v ¼ curl z in X and z ¼ 0 on C (see e.g. [33]). Therefore, using the Poincaré inequality, we obtainsup
h 2 Z
h–0
b1ðh;vÞ
khk1;X
P
b1ðz;vÞ
kzk1;X
P C1kvk0;X ¼ C1kvkHðdiv;XÞ;for all v 2 K2, which establishes the continuous inf-sup condition for b1. Next, we have that the bilinear form a (see (2.5)) is
clearly Z-elliptic, in fact, given h 2 Z it holds thataðh; hÞ ¼ mkhk20;X þ jm jhj21;X P ckhk21;X;
where c ¼ minfm;jmg. Finally, the linear functionals F and G are bounded and we have thatkGkZ0 6 cðka  tk1=2;R þ kf k0;X þ kp0k1=2;RÞ
andkFkH0 6 cðkf k0;X þ kp0k1=2;RÞ;
which ﬁnishes the proof. h3. The ﬁnite element scheme
In this section we will construct two ﬁnite element schemes associated to (2.4), we deﬁne explicit ﬁnite element subspac-
es yielding the unique solvability of the discrete schemes, derive the a priori error estimates, and provide the rate of conver-
gence of the methods.
Let T h be a regular family of triangulations of the polygonal region X by triangles T of diameter hT with mesh size
h :¼maxfhT : T 2 T hg, and such that there holds X ¼ [fT : T 2 T hg. In addition, given an integer kP 0 and a subset S of
R2, we denote by PkðSÞ the space of polynomials in two variables deﬁned in S of total degree at most k.
We deﬁne the following ﬁnite element subspaces:Zh :¼ hh 2 Z : hhjT 2 P2ðTÞ; 8T 2 T h
 
;
Hh :¼ fvh 2 H : vhjT 2 P1ðTÞ2; 8T 2 T hg;
Qh :¼ fqh 2 Q : qhjT 2 P0ðTÞ; 8T 2 T hg:Then, the Galerkin scheme associated with the continuous variational formulation (2.4) reads as follows: Find
ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh Hh  Qh such thataðwh; hhÞ þ b1ðhh;uhÞ ¼ GðhhÞ 8hh 2 Zh;
b1ðwh;vhÞ þ b2ðph;vhÞ ¼ FðvhÞ 8vh 2 Hh;
b2ðqh;uhÞ ¼ 0 8qh 2 Qh;
ð3:10Þwhere j > 0 being the same parameter employed in the continuous formulation (2.4).
Throughout the rest of this section, we will show that the discrete variational formulation (3.10) satisﬁes the hypotheses
of Theorem 2.2. With this aim, we recall some notation which will be used in the following.
We introduce the Brezzi–Douglas–Marini interpolation operator R : HsðXÞ2 \H! Hh for all s 2 ð0;1	, which is character-
ized by the identities (see [12]).
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‘
ðRv  n‘Þr ¼
Z
‘
ðv  n‘Þr 8r 2 P1ð‘Þfor all edge ‘ of T 2 T h, with n‘ being a unit normal vector to the edge ‘.
Let us review some properties of operator R that we will use in the sequel:
 There exists c > 0, independent of h, such that for all s 2 ð0;1	 (see [12])
kv RvkHðdiv;XÞ 6 chskvkHsðdiv;XÞ; ð3:11Þfor all v 2 Hsðdiv;XÞ \H.
Now, for all s 2 ð0;1	, let P : H1þsðXÞ ! Zh denote the usual Lagrange interpolant. This operator satisﬁes the following error
estimate:
 There exists c > 0, independent of h, such that for all s 2 ð0;1	:
khPhk1;X 6 chskhk1þs;X 8h 2 H1þsðXÞ: ð3:12ÞLet P be the orthogonal projection from L2ðXÞ onto the ﬁnite element subspace Qh, we have that P satisﬁes the following
error estimatekq Pqk0;X 6 Chskqks;X 8q 2 HsðXÞ: ð3:13Þ
Moreover, the following commuting diagram property holds true:divRv ¼ PðdivvÞ 8v 2 HsðXÞ2 \Hðdiv;XÞ: ð3:14Þ
We are now in a position to establish the unique solvability, and the convergence properties of the discrete problem (3.10).
Theorem 3.1. Assume that j > 0, then problem (3.10) admits a unique solution ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh Hh  Qh. Moreover, there
exists bC > 0 independent of h such thatkwwhk1;X þ ku uhkHðdiv;XÞ þ kp phk0;X 6 bC infðhh ;vh ;qhÞ2ZhHhQhðkw hhk1;X þ ku vhkHðdiv;XÞ þ kp qhk0;XÞ; ð3:15Þ
where ðw;u; pÞ 2 ZH Q is the unique solution to problem (2.4).Proof. It is enough veriﬁed the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. In fact, it is well known (see [12]) that there exists c2 > 0, inde-
pendent of h such thatsup
vh 2 Hh
vh–0
j b2ðqh;vhÞ j
kvhkHðdiv;XÞ
P c2kqhk0;X 8qh 2 Qh:Now, we characterize the discrete kernel of the bilinear form b2, which is needed to prove the discrete inf-sup condition for
the bilinear form b1. We haveK2h :¼ fvh 2 Hh : b2ðqh;vhÞ ¼ 0 8qh 2 Qhg ¼ fvh 2 Hh : divvh ¼ 0 in Xg:
The next step consists in proving that the bilinear form b1 satisﬁes the discrete inf-sup condition on Zh  K2h. Then, given
vh 2 K2h, since vh is divergence free in X, which is simply connected, as in the continuous case, there exists a scalar function
zh 2 H1ðXÞ such that vh ¼ curl zh in X and zh ¼ 0 on C. Therefore, zhjT 2 P2ðTÞ for all T 2 T h, hence zh 2 Zh. Thus, using the
Poincaré inequality, we have thatsup
hh 2 Zh
hh–0
b1ðhh;vhÞ
khhk1;X
P
b1ðzh;vhÞ
kzhk1;X
P c1kvhk0;X ¼ c1kvhkHðdiv;XÞ;for all vh 2 K2h, where c1 is independent of h, which establishes the discrete inf-sup condition for b1.
Next, repeating the arguments used in the continuous case, we have that the bilinear form a is clearly Z-elliptic. Finally,
estimate (3.15) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3, and then the proof is completed. h
The following theorem provides the rate of convergence of our mixed ﬁnite element scheme (3.10).
Theorem 3.2. Let ðw;u; pÞ 2 ZH Q and ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh Hh  Qh be the unique solutions to the continuous and discrete
problems (2.4) and (3.10), respectively. Assume that w 2 H1þsðXÞ;u 2 HsðXÞ2; div u 2 HsðXÞ and p 2 HsðXÞ, for some s 2 ð0;1	.
Then, there exists bC > 0 independent of h such thatkwwhk1;X þ ku uhkHðdiv;XÞ þ kp phk0;X 6 bChsðkwk1þs;X þ kukHsðdiv;XÞ þ kpks;XÞ:
Fig. 1. Example 1: Errors versus the meshsize associated to the mixed FE schemes (3.10) and (3.16) of (1.1) using P2  BDM1  P0 (left) and P1  RT0  P0
elements (right). See values in Tables 1, 2.
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respectively). hRemark 1. Let us introduce the local Raviart–Thomas space of order zero      
RT0ðTÞ :¼ span
1
0
;
0
1
;
x
y
; 
where x
y
is a generic vector of R2.
Then, we deﬁne the following ﬁnite element subspaces:Zh :¼ hh 2 Z : hhjT 2 P1ðTÞ; 8T 2 T h
 
;
Hh :¼ fvh 2 H : vhjT 2 RT0ðTÞ; 8T 2 T hg;
Qh :¼ fqh 2 Q : qhjT 2 P0ðTÞ; 8T 2 T hg;and we introduce the following Galerkin scheme associated with the continuous variational formulation (2.4): Find
ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh Hh Qh such thataðwh; hhÞ þ b1ðhh;uhÞ ¼ GðhhÞ 8hh 2 Zh;
b1ðwh;vhÞ þ b2ðph;vhÞ ¼ FðvhÞ 8vh 2 Hh;
b2ðqh;uhÞ ¼ 0 8qh 2 Qh;
ð3:16Þwhere j > 0 being the same parameter employed in the continuous formulation (2.4). Then, using the arguments considered
in this section and the results given in [22], it is easy to prove the following results regarding existence and uniqueness of
solution to the discrete scheme (3.16) and the rate of convergence.Theorem 3.3. Assume that j > 0, then problem (3.16) admits a unique solution ðwh;uh; phÞ 2 Zh Hh Qh. Moreover, assume
that w 2 H1þsðXÞ;u 2 HsðXÞ2; div u 2 HsðXÞ and p 2 HsðXÞ, then, there exists bC > 0 independent of h such thatkwwhk1;X þ ku uhkHðdiv ;XÞ þ kp phk0;X 6 bChsðkwk1þs;X þ kukHsðdiv;XÞ þ kpks;XÞ:
where ðw;u; pÞ 2 ZH Q is the unique solution to problem (2.4).
Finally, we stress that our developed framework could be easily adapted to analyze other families of ﬁnite elements.
4. Numerical results
In what follows we present three numerical examples using the mixed FE methods described in Section 3, which conﬁrm
the theoretical results proved above.
4.1. Example 1: numerical validation
First, we consider a square domain X ¼ 0; p2
 	2, we set m ¼ 0:1;j ¼ 0:01 and choose suitable source and boundary data
f ;a; p0 so that the exact solutions of (1.1) are the smooth functionswðx; yÞ ¼ 2 sinðxÞ sinðyÞ; uðx; yÞ ¼ sinðxÞ cosðyÞ cosðxÞ sinðyÞ
 
; pðx; yÞ ¼ ðx p=4Þ2 þ ðy p=4Þ2;
Table 1
Example 1: Convergence history for the stabilized mixed P2  BDM1  P0 FE approximation of (1.1). Number of mesh nodes, meshsize and errors.
N h e1ðwÞ r1ðwÞ eHðuÞ rHðuÞ e0ðpÞ r0ðpÞ
27 0.5854 1.3566e-02 - 1.2573e-02 - 1.8466e-01 -
96 0.2945 2.6996e-03 2.3502 2.6033e-03 2.2924 9.3127e-02 0.9966
333 0.1536 6.6007e-04 2.1624 6.4834e-04 2.1343 5.2786e-02 0.8915
1265 0.0789 1.5754e-04 2.1495 1.5612e-04 2.1362 2.6921e-02 1.0103
4972 0.0410 3.9954e-05 2.0993 3.9774e-05 2.0921 1.3304e-02 1.0785
19732 0.0209 9.8486e-06 2.0902 9.8267e-06 2.0868 6.5483e-03 1.0580
27003 0.0188 7.1936e-06 2.0054 7.1798e-06 2.0157 5.6043e-03 1.0911
Table 2
Example 1: Convergence history for the stabilized mixed P1  RT0  P0 FE approximation of (1.1). Number of mesh nodes, meshsize and errors.
N h e1ðwÞ r1ðwÞ eHðuÞ rHðuÞ e0ðpÞ r0ðpÞ
27 0.5854 3.7206e-01 - 1.8668e-01 - 1.3879e-01 -
96 0.2945 1.6319e-01 1.1998 8.6598e-02 1.2037 7.0867e-02 0.9786
333 0.1536 8.5384e-02 0.9945 4.7029e-02 0.9953 4.0290e-02 0.8670
1265 0.0789 4.1217e-02 1.0928 2.0609e-02 1.0931 2.0568e-02 1.0088
4972 0.0410 2.0997e-02 1.0320 1.0499e-02 1.0321 1.0167e-02 1.0781
19732 0.0209 1.0445e-02 1.0422 5.2227e-03 1.0422 5.0048e-03 1.0579
77816 0.0114 5.1526e-03 1.1672 2.5763e-03 1.1672 2.5213e-03 1.1324
Fig. 2. Example 1: Approximate solutions wh;ph;uh (top left, top right, and bottom, respectively) to (1.1) using the stabilized P2  BDM1  P0 FE scheme.
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Fig. 3. Example 2: Approximated pressure (top left), velocity ﬁeld (top middle), vorticity (top left) and vorticity proﬁles at the four boundaries obtained
with a P1  RT0  P0 method for the Bercovier–Engelman test [7] on an unstructured mesh of 10876 elements (bottom middle). A coarser mesh (one level
above of consecutive reﬁnement) is also shown (bottom right).
Table 3
Example 2: Errors versus the meshsize associated to the mixed FE schemes (3.16) and (3.10) for the Bercovier–Engelman problem.
h P1  RT0  P0 elements P2  BDM1  P0 elements
e1ðwÞ r1ðwÞ eHðuÞ rHðuÞ e0ðpÞ r0ðpÞ e1ðwÞ r1ðwÞ eHðuÞ rHðuÞ e0ðpÞ r0ðpÞ
0.372678 29.6573 - 0.435655 - 0.544345 - 4.69733 - 0.126246 - 0.0616779 -
0.196419 13.9794 1.17434 0.229679 0.99954 0.147878 2.03476 1.11422 2.24654 0.032461 2.12065 0.0126188 2.47747
0.097754 7.11860 0.96715 0.116195 0.97652 0.038088 1.94395 0.30088 1.87621 0.007986 2.00969 0.0053201 1.23775
0.048108 3.45076 1.02130 0.058540 0.96692 0.010070 1.87632 0.07617 1.93754 0.001939 1.99669 0.0027432 0.93423
0.027913 1.76459 1.23207 0.029647 1.24987 0.002832 2.33041 0.01957 2.49642 0.000500 2.48852 0.0013568 1.29326
0.014244 0.87471 1.04314 0.014491 1.06396 0.000893 1.71515 0.00489 2.05980 0.000123 2.08993 0.0006648 1.06052
0.007291 0.42308 1.08455 0.007248 1.03445 0.000367 1.32837 0.00125 2.01470 0.000032 1.99638 0.0003215 1.04221
270 V. Anaya et al. / Comput. Methods Appl. Mech. Engrg. 267 (2013) 261–274satisfying curl w ¼ 2ðsinðxÞ cosðyÞ; cosðxÞ sinðyÞÞt;rp ¼ 2ðx p=4; y p=4Þt, and div u ¼ 0 in X. The boundary R consists in
the top and right sides of the domain, whereas C ¼ @X n R. We construct a nonuniform partition T h of X and we form a suc-
cessive reﬁnement T h0 of T h, where the convergence of the approximate solutions using P2  BDM1  P0 and P1  RT0  P0
elements is measured by total and individual errors in the H1ðXÞ;Hðdiv;XÞ, and L2ðXÞ-norms and rates deﬁned ase1ðwÞ :¼ kwwhk1;X; eHðuÞ :¼ ku uhkHðdiv;XÞ;
e0ðpÞ :¼ kp phk0;X; r1ðwÞ :¼
logðe1ðwÞ=e^1ðwÞÞ
logðh=h^Þ
;
rHðuÞ :¼ logðeHðuÞ=e^HðuÞÞ
logðh=h^Þ
; r0ðpÞ :¼ logðe0ðpÞ=e^0ðpÞÞ
logðh=h^Þ
;
Fig. 4. Example 3: Proﬁles of velocity components u1 at x ¼ 0:5 (left) and u2 at y ¼ 0:5 (right), for unstructured meshes with m nodes on each side of the
domain, and comparison with Navier–Stokes simulations with Re ¼ 100 from [31].
Fig. 5. Example 3: Approximate solutions wh; ph;uh (top left, top right, and bottom, respectively) of the lid-driven cavity test employing a P2  BDM1  P0
mixed FE method.
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and Tables 1 and 2. For the case of P2  BDM1  P0 elements, an experimental convergence rate of order h2 is achieved for
the vorticity and for the velocity norms, this fact because the exact solution is smooth in this particular e xample, whereas
the pressure norm exhibits an OðhÞ order of convergence. Experimental convergence rates of order h are observed for all
ﬁelds when using a P1  RT0  P0 approximation. These results agree well with the theoretical error estimates from Sec-
tion 3. The approximate solutions obtained with P2  BDM1  P0 elements are depicted in Fig. 2.
Our method allows the successful application of boundary conditions of different type as those analyzed here. We present
a few of such cases in what follows.
Table 4
Example 4: Experimental convergence history for the stabilized mixed P2  BDM1  P0 FE approximation of the Stokes problem (1.1) on a half-section of a
secondary settling unit.
N h e1ðwÞ r1ðwÞ eHðuÞ rHðuÞ e0ðpÞ r0ðpÞ
451 0.6440 1.4516 - 2.2377e-02 - 1.5722e-01 -
1722 0.3462 0.8449 0.8720 1.3817e-02 0.7781 9.6652e-02 0.7853
3715 0.2424 0.6117 0.9062 9.8126e-03 0.9706 6.9931e-02 0.9105
6543 0.1756 0.4674 0.8348 7.3027e-03 0.8990 5.1902e-02 0.9265
10171 0.1636 0.4389 0.8754 6.9105e-03 0.8835 4.8621e-02 0.9311
14630 0.1228 0.3419 0.8636 5.3044e-03 0.9157 3.7638e-02 0.8968
20534 0.1063 0.3182 0.8957 4.8375e-03 0.9386 2.6829e-02 0.9516
26019 0.0093 0.2657 0.9241 3.7629e-03 0.8853 2.0437e-02 0.8903
32775 0.0083 0.1982 0.9067 2.8171e-03 0.8604 1.7314e-02 0.9463
Fig. 6. Example 4: Sketch of the domain and boundaries considered on a section of the secondary settling tank.
Fig. 7. Example 4: Approximate solutions wh;ph;uh (top left, top right, and bottom, respectively) for the settling tank. The unstructured mesh has 42050
vertices and 84098 triangular elements.
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We perform a second validation test against the well-known Bercovier-Engelman solution [7], and compare the results
with those given in [22]. The domain is the unit square X ¼ ð0;1Þ2, and we consider R ¼ @X and C ¼ ;. This implies that
the vorticity is not imposed directly at the boundary. We put m ¼ 1;j ¼ 0:01 and choose suitable source and boundary data
f ;a; p0 so that the exact solution of (1.1) iswðx; yÞ ¼ 256½x2ðx 1Þ2ð6y2  6yþ 1Þ þ y2ðy 1Þ2ð6x2  6xþ 1Þ	;
pðx; yÞ ¼ ðx 1=2Þðy 1=2Þ;
uðx; yÞ ¼ 256x
2ðx 1Þ2yðy 1Þð2y 1Þ
256y2ðy 1Þ2xðx 1Þð2x 1Þ
 !
:We analyze the convergence properties of the method by considering unstructured meshes as those shown in Fig. 3. As in
Example 1, optimal convergence rates are evidenced for all ﬁelds in the natural norms when using P1  RT0  P0 or
P2  BDM1  P0 elements (see Table 3). We stress that for unstructured meshes we obtain accurate results (see Fig. 3).
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not necessarily the case in other mixed formulations (see e.g. [22], where also spurious pressure modes are observed when
unstructured meshes are employed).
4.3. Example 3: lid-driven cavity
We perform the classical lid-driven cavity benchmark, describing the ﬂow in a container driven by the uniform motion of
one lid. The domain is the square X ¼ ð0;1Þ2 discretized on an unstructured mesh with 12139 nodes and 23876 elements. In
this case we set m ¼ 0:01; f ¼ 0;j ¼ 0:01 and we impose no slip conditions (u ¼ 0) on the left, right and bottom boundaries,
whereas on the top we put u  t ¼ a  t with a ¼ ð1;0Þt. Pressure and vorticity ﬁelds associated with this type of ﬂow are ex-
pected to exhibit corner singularities, that may hinder the convergence of numerical approximations. With our
P2  BDM1  P0 method we obtain discrete ﬁelds that remain stable, and corner singularities are satisfactorily resolved,
as seen from Fig. 5. This is also observed in Fig. 4, where we display some velocity proﬁles for successively reﬁned meshes,
which are qualitatively and quantitatively comparable to those reported in [9,31].
4.4. Example 4: secondary settling tank
For our last example we assess the applicability of the method in approximating the stationary ﬂow ﬁeld on a half-section
of a secondary settling tank (see [13,37]). A sketch of the domain is depicted in Fig. 6. The inﬂow, outﬂow and overﬂow
boundaries Cin;Cout;Cofl have lengths of 1.5, 0.5 and a 0.5 meters, respectively. A pressure condition with an unknown veloc-
ity distribution is imposed on Cofl by setting p ¼ pofl ¼ 0 and u  t ¼ a  t with a ¼ ð0;1:25e 4Þt. A parabolic velocity proﬁle
and a compatible vorticity are set on Cin as u  n ¼ bin  n with bin ¼ ð0;1:25e 3ðx2  2:25ÞÞt and w ¼ win ¼ 0. On Cout we
apply u  n ¼ bout  n with bout ¼ ð0;1:25e 4Þt;w ¼ wout ¼ 0, and on the remainder of the boundary we impose no-slip
data. Since an exact solution is not available, we measure errors by using as a reference solution an approximation computed
on a ﬁne mesh (of 93223 vertices and 184972 elements). These errors are reported in Table 4, where we observe that the
convergence rates, now slightly below order h for all ﬁelds, have deteriorate with respect to those obtained in Examples
1,2. Such a behavior may be explained by the poor regularity of the solutions (associated to the discontinuity of the boundary
data for the velocity), and by the non-convexity of the domain. The approximate solutions obtained with P2  BDM1  P0
ﬁnite elements are presented in Fig. 7.
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